Note: All games will be played virtually in a format hosted by the Long Hill Parks & Recreation Dept. On each Wednesday, log in information will be sent to all registered families for the game being played that evening. All families will
need to have access to a computer or smart phone to play the games. Prizes where applicable will be delivered to winners the following week. All games are open to Long Hill Families and are FREE.

Date

Game

Description

January 13th

BINGO

All participants will be sent reminders on January 12th to come pick up their BINGO
cards at Town Hall outside the doors to the atrium by the Library. The cards (5
each family) will be in bags with Family Name Labels on each bag. The cards can be
picked up any time after 8:30am on Jan. 12th.
When play starts on Jan 13th, each family will have all 5 cards in play at once the
entire time. We will not discard any of the cards until we are done playing 5
games. Once a family has BINGO, they must go to the “Chat Option” and type in
“BINGO”. The first family to type in with all of the correct numbers is our winner
for that game.

January 20th

Trivia Contest

Each family plays as a team.
The Game Moderator will announce how many points a question is worth and then
read the question. The first family that types in the correct answer in the “Chat
Option” will be awarded the points. Each family can only submit one guess per
trivia question.
When time is called, the family with the most points will win.

January 27th

Name, Place, Animal, Food The Game Moderator will pick a letter of the alphabet. All participants will type in
a famous person’s name whose last name begins with that letter, a place beginning
with that letter, an animal beginning with that letter, and a food also beginning
with that letter. For example, Letter “F”, my responses would be: Franklin; Foxboro, MA; fox; french fries.

Points will be awarded after each letter to the first person to correctly type in a
Name, Place, Animal, Food for the letter called. The family with the most points at
the end of the game will win.
February 3rd

First Letter, Last Letter

The Game Moderator will choose a category. For example: “Animals”. Then a
family at random will be called upon to name an animal within 5 seeconds. Let’s
say the family says “DOG”. Now each family must go to the “Chat Option” and
type in an animal beginning with the letter “D” and another animal beginning with
the letter “G”. My responses might be: Deer, Giraffe
The first family to type in two animals with the first and last letter correctly will win
the points for that round. Then the Game Moderator will announce a new category. At the end of all the rounds, the family with the most points will win.

February 10th

Mystery Bag

The Game Moderator will have several brown paper bags each filled with a common household item. The Game Moderator will announce several clues. As soon
as a family has a guess, they need to type it into the “Chat Option”. Here’s the
catch...if you guess incorrectly, you cannot submit any other guesses on that
round.
When all of the bags are done, the family with the most points will win.

February 17th

Story Chain

Join us as we all publish our first book as a department. The Game Moderators will
give everyone an opening to our story. Then everyone will type in what comes
next. Based on the responses , the Game Moderators will choose the next sentences from the responses. We will keep doing this until magically, we ’ll have a full
story. After the story is done, we will need illustrators to draw the pictures for the
scenes in the story. On or by Feb. 24th, all illustrations will need to be submitted
to the Rec Dept. Then the Rec Dept will “publish” our first story, and you’ll all be
famous authors/illustrators!

February 24th

Mystery Sound

Perhaps you’ve heard of “Name That Tune”….well join us as we play Name that
Mystery Sound. A sound will be “played” by the Game Moderator. Once you think
you know what it is, you need to go into the “Chat Option” and type in your one
and only guess. The first person to guess the correct answer will win the round
and the associated points.

